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Some people may be eager about their renovations that have to do with vinyl fabrics. Vinyl is great
because of how cost effective it is, and how durable it is. However, many people donâ€™t necessarily
know what the difference between different grades of vinyl actually is. This article will help you
understand what marine grade vinyl is. Yachtsman marine vinyl is an example of one type of marine
vinyl in particular.

	Vinyl upholstery is something that many people overlook at times, because they assume
prematurely that it will look cheap or as if it is only an imitation of leather or some finer material.
Vinyl when it is done right, however, can be just as good or better than other materials, especially
when it comes to marine grade vinyl fabric, including our Yachtsman marine vinyl that you can find
at All Vinyl Fabrics. This blog will discuss some of the uses for your Yachtsman vinyl or other types
of marine grade vinyl. So most marine vinylâ€™s have a standard weight of being about 25-30ounces
per lineal yard. That means that this type of vinyl is actually the heaviest available. The heavier the
vinyl, the more durable it is, naturally. This vinylâ€”including Yachtsman vinylâ€”was developed to
withstand the harsh environments that youâ€™ll encounter in boating and awning industries. The vinyl
must meet these certain requirements that have to do with UV and weather resistance; stabilized
pigment rating; weight; thickness; cold crack rating; and abrasion resistance. These factors
contribute to the long-lifespan of marine grade vinyl.

	A quality marine grade vinyl will have the fabric sewn together using a high-quality thread to go with
it. This is as opposed to a heat or melting of the fabrics together. Often when boats are left out on a
cold night, you can get cracking or freezing of the heated parts. The constant heating and cooling of
the seam can cause it to lose its durability. Sewing means that the thread will remain a thread no
matter what. Marine vinyl flooring has the vinyl fabric appearance of outdoor carpeting and floors.
Get large collection of vinyl fabrics, marine vinyl fabric, nautolex marine vinyl flooring, boat vinyl and
marine grade vinyl fabric online.

	This is about the basics of marine grade vinyl fabric. With this in mind, you can apply your choice to
the renovation most relevant, choosing your color and design with ease, because you already know
which type of vinyl youâ€™ll need. The rest is fun. You can think about applying Yachtsman or other
marine grade vinyl to your boating and nautical areas, but you can also consider it for another area
of your house or office that youâ€™d like to be extra strong and able to endure weather. This will mostly
be in outside applications, but could additionally be indoors, when you know there will be small
children frequently using a room or that the room will be used harshly. This vinyl is all about
endurance!
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